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ABSTRACT 

Proper understanding of risk is predicated on accurate characterization of hazard. Landslide 

hazards are common, but are difficult to characterize without a full site investigation, which are 

often unavailable. This thesis develops a framework for obtaining inexpensive field and 

laboratory data to characterize three major components of landslide hazard: current stability, 

runout distance (L), and failure velocity. The framework is designed to analyze deep-seated, soil 

landslides, and is evaluated using data from the Cook Lake, Wyoming landslide. 

  The framework consists of four tools. Two of these are flowcharts that predict both 

catastrophic runout and velocity. In line with runout predictions, the third tool estimates the ratio 

of landslide drop height to runout length, H/L, from measurements of planimetric area. The final 

tool utilizes back analysis and forward modeling to evaluate a slope’s stability and its sensitivity 

to hydrologic changes, relying on multiple analyzed sections and sensitivity analysis in lieu of 

detailed subsurface data. The two flowcharts were developed by synthesizing literature about 

landslide geometry, local topography, and pore-water pressure. The H/L estimation tool 

correlates the planimetric area of well-characterized landslides to landslide mobility. The 

stability modeling tool uses fieldwork, direct shear testing, and limit equilibrium analyses to 

characterize the behavior of the geologic materials. 

Comparison of the backward model, which evaluated conditions that triggered a 1997 

landslide at Cook Lake, to the forward model revealed that portions of the landslide are more 

unstable than they were in 1997. Estimates of H/L for a future reactivation range from 0.17 to 

0.25. The runout flowchart also indicates that the landslide is likely to exhibit H/L > 0.1, though 

unexpected contractive soil behavior might cause long runout. The velocity flowchart indicates 

that the landslide is not likely to move faster than 1.8 m/hr. The combination of these slower 

velocities and shorter runout indicators would allow evacuation of a nearby campground at Cook 

Lake during a future reactivation. Other similarly vulnerable sites can benefit from these tools. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

Landslides are common geologic hazards that have the ability cause significant economic 

losses and even loss of life. Though landslides can wreak devastation, it is difficult to identify 

which critical combinations of geologic setting, hydrologic forcing, and external loading lead to 

catastrophic failure or small, isolated failures. Communities and infrastructure can be exposed to 

greater than necessary risk when site investigators do not properly characterize landslide hazards. 

This thesis seeks to develop tools that may be easily applied during preliminary site investigation 

through the lens of the following science questions: 

1. Which geomorphologic factors influence failure velocity? 

2. Which geomorphologic factors influence runout distance? 

3. Is there a general relationship between landslide area and landslide mobility? 

4. How can we model stability without direct subsurface data? 

 

The first three questions directly investigate landslide mobility, characterizing the 

distances that landslides travel and the velocities at which they move. Each of these factors has 

been previously investigated in the landslide literature, but no consensus has yet been reached 

about the physical processes that control them. This thesis synthesizes the competing literature 

theories and develops high level tools that can be used to help estimate whether a reactivated, 

deep-seated soil landslide is likely to exhibit catastrophic failure. The tools are intended to help 

project managers identify situations where a more extensive site investigation is warranted. The 

tools therefore conservatively classify site conditions that may lead to catastrophic failure. 

The fourth question is investigated at a case study landslide, located at the Cook Lake 

Recreation Area in Wyoming. A large failure occurred on the west edge of the lake in 1997, but 

no subsurface investigation has been performed to characterize the slide materials, phreatic 

surface, or slide plane geometry. The stability of the slide in 2015, relative to its stability in 

1997, is estimated using field mapping, direct shear testing, and backward and forward limit 

equilibrium models. Although the results are specific to the Cook Lake landslide, the methods 

are generally applicable to reactivated soil landslides. 
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The Cook Lake landslide is a particularly appropriate case study because the United 

States Forest Service (USFS) wishes to better characterize the hazard that the landslide poses to a 

nearby campground and to site users. The runout and velocity estimation tools developed in this 

thesis are used to evaluate the Cook Lake landslide. The travel distance is evaluated for its 

potential to reach a vulnerable campground near the lake. The velocity investigation seeks to 

classify the rate of movement into one of two categories—slow enough that the USFS can 

respond and close the campground, or too fast to safely evacuate site users.  
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CHAPTER 2  

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 

The overall objective of this work is to improve our ability to characterize the potential 

stability and mobility of deep-seated landslides. The author investigates four objectives that 

address both broad science questions and the hazard characterization questions posited by the 

USFS at Cook Lake. The final objective is to apply all of the information compiled in this thesis 

to the Cook Lake landslide. The intended objectives are: 

1. Identify which characteristics of geologic materials and geomorphologic setting influence 
the velocity of landslide runout 

2. Identify which characteristics of geologic materials and geomorphologic setting influence 
the runout length of landslides  

3. Identify whether landslides in different geologic settings display a general relationship 
between area of failure and H/L (landslide height to length ratio) 

4. Demonstrate the ability to model the current stability of an existing landslide without 
site-specific subsurface data 

5. Synthesize objectives 1-4 by applying research results at Cook Lake. 

2.1 Geologic features that influence failure velocity 

The mechanisms that control the rate of landslide failure are intrinsically linked to the 

mechanisms that control landslide movement, but these mechanisms of failure are still debated. 

Iverson (2005) explains failure initiation and velocity with excess pore-water pressure, while 

Melosh (1987) believes that motion can be explained with acoustical fluidization. The author 

herein performs a literature review and synthesizes the various proposed failure mechanisms and 

how they influence landslide velocity.  These results are synthesized into a flowchart that 

considers site conditions which have been experimentally or empirically shown to affect failure 

velocity. The flowchart distinguishes between two classes of velocities—“rapid+”, where 

velocity >1.8 m/hr, and slower than “rapid+.” The dividing value is based on the International 

Working Group on Landslides’ (IUGS 1995) boundary between “rapid” and “moderate” failure 

velocities. The existing literature has not produced a similar tool that summarizes factors 

identified in multiple velocity studies. As such, this objective of the thesis will be a valuable 

contribution to the literature. 
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2.2 Geologic features that influence landslide runout distance 

Landslide runout can be difficult to confidently estimate, as evidenced by ongoing 

discussion in the literature about the proper way to model failure. Melosh (1987) proposes that 

pseudoviscous flow occurs in dry debris when irregularities in the flow create pressure 

fluctuations; Campbell (1989) argues that long runout-landslides self-lubricate by riding a thin 

layer of highly agitated particles from the dominant sliding mass; Legros (2002) identifies 

interstitial fluid as an important condition allowing long runout. The author herein performs a 

literature review and synthesizes the various proposed failure mechanisms and how they control 

landslide runout. These results are used to produce a flowchart that uses site specific 

characteristics like initial porosity and dilative/contractive soil behavior to walk through the 

theoretical failure models and arrive at runout and velocity estimates. The current literature 

review has not identified a source that summarizes the state of the science and helps researchers 

apply the theoretical models to their case studies. This objective of the thesis will provide a 

valuable contribution to the literature. 

More recent research has developed many complex models for simulating landslide 

runout. These models are complicated and require a great deal of knowledge about the site. They 

may be prohibitively time intensive and/or monetarily expensive to apply at study sites that pose 

relatively small risk. This research seeks to create a screening product to establish whether or not 

a given landslide is likely to remobilize into long-runout landslide or debris flow. 

2.3 Generalized relationship of landslide area and angle of reach 

Legros (2002) notes that submarine landslides, debris flows, and Martian landslides all 

show strong correlations between volume and area (R2 ranging between 0.93 and 0.97). 

Increased access to remote sensing images in recent years now allows researchers to estimate the 

area of young landslides within a few percent error, while the disturbed depth (required to 

estimate volume) remains difficult to estimate. Relationships between H/L and landslide area 

may prove to be as accurate as that between H/L and landslide volume, but with significantly less 

subjectivity on the part of the researcher. 

This thesis will examine three landslide regions, measuring 23-44 landslides per region to 

compare H/L with landslide area. These landslide regions are selected because their activity has 
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the ability to impact nearby communities or infrastructure. Some debris flows are included 

because of the propensity of some long runout landslides to mobilize into debris flows. The area, 

height, and longest length of runout are measured from available DEMs of the locations.  

The area vs. H/L relationship is also investigated using landslides recorded in various 

landslide inventories (Siebert 1984; Capra et al. 2002; Legros 2002). Subaerial volcanic 

landslides are used to evaluate the correlation between area and H/L when landslides are situated 

in similar geologic settings but do not have geographic proximity. This area vs. H/L relationship 

is compared to volume vs. H/L directly calculated from the inventories’ reported volume 

estimates. 

2.4 Modeling current stability of existing landslide without site-specific subsurface data 

Modeling the current stability of a landslide requires understanding the initial failure 

conditions, thus requiring the development of a backward model.  The backward model allows 

estimation of site conditions and soil parameters that are then used in a forward model to analyze 

current stability and sensitivity to changing conditions.  

2.5 Cook Lake as case study of all objectives 

The work outlined above will be applied to the Cook Lake landslide. The resultant hazard 

characterization will help the USFS assess the risk to the public and USFS infrastructure. The 

four proposed tasks will help characterize four elements of the Cook Lake landslide that USFS 

risk managers require for hazard characterization: 

1. Is the landslide currently stable? 

2. What conditions could cause the landslide’s stability state to change? 

3. If the landslide reactivates, will it impact the lake or the campground across the lake? 

4. If the landslide reactivates, will it move at a rapid velocity (and therefore have 

catastrophic effects)?  

 

The current stability will be characterized by creating backward and forward models at Cook 

Lake. The groundwater conditions will be characterized both with a sensitivity analysis of water 

table height within the forward model and with pore-water pressure relationships identified 
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during runout literature review. The runout of a future reactivation will be predicted using a 

combination of the summary flowchart, the area vs. H/L plots, and established volume vs. H/L 

correlations. The velocity of failure will be estimated using the flow chart. These results will 

directly address the questions aimed at characterizing risk at Cook Lake. 
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CHAPTER 3  

GEOLOGIC FACTORS INFLUENCING FAILURE VELOCITY 

3.1 Introduction 

The International Working Group on Landslides (IUGS, 1995) designated “rapid” 

landslides as any that fall into three velocity classes: rapid (1.8 m/hr < v < 3 m/min), very rapid 

(3 m/min < v < 5 m/s), and extremely rapid (v > 5 m/s). Hungr et al. (2005) noted that rotational 

and compound slides, the common sliding mechanisms in clay landslides, frequently fail at 

variable velocities but are generally slower than 3 m/min (Table 3-1). To avoid confusion 

between the rapid IUGS velocity class and the colloquial reference to fast landslides, this 

manuscript refers to all failure velocities faster than 1.8 m/hr as “rapid+.” This investigation 

focuses specifically on deep-seated landslides in soil. 

 

Table 3-1. Typical failure velocities for different type of slope failures. Table from Hungr et al. 
(2005). 
* Extremely slow, very slow, slow, moderate, rapid, very rapid, extremely rapid (IUGS 1995) 

. 
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The following review of prior work is organized to identify factors that can provide 

insight into pore-water pressures at the shear zone. The literature review did not identify any 

notable deep-seated soil landslides that are believed to have failed while entirely dry; thus this 

velocity review does not seek to explain physical mechanisms that control failure velocity 

without the influence of pore-water pressure.  

The review also seeks to identify geometric site conditions, including the slope of the 

topography and failure plane, which can have mitigating effects on velocity, regardless of pore-

water pressure conditions. The identified velocity controls are synthesized in a flowchart that 

utilizes field observations and inexpensive laboratory procedures to help characterize potential 

failure velocity of a reactivated landslide. 

3.2 Influence of pore-water pressure 

Pore-water pressure at the basal shear zone is frequently identified as a strong control of 

failure velocity (Iverson et al. 2000; Iverson 2005). This can be understood using the Coulomb 

failure criterion and Newton's second law (modified from Schulz et al. 2009):  

 �  =  � −  − � − � � 3-1 

where   = shear stress along the landslide basal failure surface, in units of force/area; 
 c = soil cohesion, in units of force/area; 
 φ = soil angle of internal friction, in degrees; 
  =  total normal stress, in units of force/area; 
 u = pore-water pressure along the failure surface, in units of force/area; 
 m = landslide mass , in units of mass; 
 a = downslope landslide acceleration in units of length/time2; and 
 A = Area of contact surface in units of length2 
 

Since m, c, and φ are all relatively constant when movement occurs in a single soil, changes in 

downslope acceleration of a failing landslide are more fundamentally controlled by pore-water 

pressures, normal stresses, and shear stresses. Landslides with large accelerations are more likely 

to experience “rapid+” failure velocities due to quickly increasing velocity rates.  

 While pore-water pressure plays an influential role in failure velocity, it is also one of the 

most difficult parameters in Equation 3-1 to characterize. Proxy observations of shear-induced 

soil dilation and contraction can give indications of pore-water pressure without subsurface 

monitoring. 
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3.2.1 Role of dilation and contraction 

 Failure velocities are generally slower if a soil has a tendency to dilate upon shearing, and 

faster if the soil has a tendency to contract. Contractive soils experience increased pore-water 

pressure during failure because the shear zone densifies to reach critical state (Iverson et al. 

2015). A soil's dilative or contractive shear behavior is determined by measuring volume change 

during shearing.  

Positive pore water pressures, often induced by contraction, reduce the normal force in 

Equation 3-1 and decrease the frictional mitigation of the driving shear stress. If the pore-water 

pressure is allowed to reach lithostatic levels, liquefaction occurs at the slip surface. Iverson 

(2005) broadly claimed that “if shear zone soil contracts during slope failure... positive pore 

pressure feedback and runaway acceleration are inevitable.” . Therefore, rapid+ failure velocities 

in contractive shear zones are expected (Iverson et al. 2000; Hunter & Fell 2003; Iverson 2005). 

Iverson (2005) helped distinguish between the different velocity regimes with a 

generalized definition of steady-state velocity, v0:  

 0  =  − /�  �∗ 3-2 

 

where  v0 = steady state slip velocity, in units of length/time; 
 K = hydraulic conductivity, in units of length/time; 
 ψ = dilatancy angle, which is positive during dilative shearing and negative during  
   contractive shearing, in radians; 
 pe

* = normalized (dimensionless) negative pore pressure generated during dilation 
 

The dilatancy angle, ψ, decreases as slide mass moves downslope (Figure 3-1), but can be 

considered to be relatively constant during initial movement. Hydraulic conductivity can also be 

considered to be relatively constant, allowing the normalized negative pore pressures to exert the 

strongest influence on velocity. These negative pore-water pressures “self-stabilize” the landslide 

and slow its velocity. Although shear zone dilation creates more pore space at the slip surface 

and initially lowers pore-water pressures, it does not necessarily prohibit rapid+ failures (Hunter 

& Fell 2003). The negative pore pressures of Equation 3-2 can be overpowered by rapid 

infiltration from heavy precipitation events. If infiltration occurs at a faster rate than diffusion, 

the pore pressures will eventually become positive and the self-stabilizing behavior will cease 

(Iverson 2005). 
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Figure 3-1. From Iverson (2005). Note that the dilatancy angle, ψ, is defined by the height of the 
shear zone and the length of travel from the coordinate system origin. 

3.2.2 Influence of geologic materials 

Landslides in non-sensitive clays exhibit variable failure velocities, but are typically 

slower than 3 m/min (Table 3-1). This range spans both sides of the rapid+ designation. 

However, failures in sensitive quick clay soils almost always occur suddenly and travel at 

catastrophic velocities (Hunter & Fell 2003; Hungr et al. 2005; Yerro et al. 2016). The clay 

mineral structures collapse during shearing, simultaneously decreasing pore space and lowering 

the friction angle noted in Equation 3-1 to its residual value, near zero. As the third term in 

Equation 3-1 tends towards zero, landslide acceleration directly varies with shear stress and 

cohesion. Notably, mineral structure collapse is likely to eliminate inter-grain cohesion, 

removing any factor that may reduce the shear stress that is driving the acceleration. 

Iverson’s (2005) simulations using Equation 3-2 indicated that non-sensitive clay-rich 

landslides can show consistent, slow velocities for months due to the self-regulation from 

negative pore pressure feedback. Dilation enables the negative pore-water pressures; dilative 

behavior is more common in over-consolidated clays than normally-consolidated clays (Hunter 

& Fell 2003).   
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Sandy landslide simulations did not display the same consistent self-regulation as clay 

landslides (Iverson 2005). This difference may be explained by both the smaller hydraulic 

conductivities, which retard the movement of water into the shear plane, and the higher critical 

state porosities of clay rich soils (Das 2013), which allow low pore-water pressures to persist as 

the infiltrating water reaches the voids. Iverson et al. (2000) experimentally showed that dilative 

or contractive behavior in sands is heavily dependent upon initial soil conditions. A sand with 

porosity of 0.41 dilated during shearing, moving steadily at a rate of 0.1 m/s; a compositionally 

identical sand with porosity of 0.46 contracted and failed within 1 second to velocities > 1 m/s.  

3.2.3 Influence of thermal energy during shearing 

Goren and Aharanov (2009) examined thermo-poro-plastic simulations and concluded that 

shear stresses add thermal energy to the shear zone. The additional thermal energy promotes 

pore-water expansion, causing a sharp rise in pore-water pressures. Their model classified sliding 

behavior as "catastrophic" or "arrested," where catastrophic landslides continued rapidly 

downslope and arrested slides halted on the slopes where they initiated. The authors concluded 

that thermally induced pore-water increases, or lack thereof, were influenced by the hydraulic 

permeability of the shear zone. Goren and Aharanov (2009) concluded that low hydraulic 

permeability at the shear zone led to catastrophic sliding. 

3.3 Influence of surface water 

Moriwaki et al. (2004) identified two modes of landslide fluidization: "self-fluidization" 

and "secondary fluidization." Self-fluidization occurs when a highly saturated slope collapses. 

The pore structure collapse and large volume of water cause the mixture to behave more as a 

flow than a slide. Landslides subject to secondary fluidization, in contrast, begin relatively dry 

and then incorporate large volumes of water as they override surface water features. The mixture 

becomes a slurry and the landslide transforms into a debris flow. Debris flows are inherently 

more mobile than landslides and are likely to flow at rapid+ velocities (Hungr et al. 2005). 

 Buttressing surface water has the opposite effect of entrained surface water and reduces 

the failure velocity. Lateral forces from a buttressing reservoir act into a slope, reducing the 

driving shear stress and in turn lowering the landslide acceleration (Equation 3-1). 
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3.4 Influence of landslide geometry 

Glastonbury and Fell (2008) investigated slope failures moving at extremely slow (< 16 

mm/yr) to moderate ( 13 m/month – 1.8 m/hr) velocities (IUGS 1995). Landslide and rupture 

surface geometry appeared to play a significant role in controlling the velocity of the active slope 

movements. The 45 investigated slides all showed signs of reactivation, indicating basal shear 

strength that relied only on residual friction. All slides also failed along basal planes that were 

shallower than the residual friction angle. These data suggest that landslides are unlikely to reach 

rapid+ (> 1.8 m/hr) velocities if the basal slip plane is shallower than the controlling unit’s 

residual friction angle. 

 Glastonbury and Fell (2008) also examined the influence of lateral margins on arresting 

motion for internally sheared compound slides.  These slides exhibited width to length ratios 

between 1 and 3; the authors interpreted this consistent ratio as evidence that lateral margins of 

internally sheared compound slides have minimal influence on sliding motion. 

 Hungr et al. (2005) noted that rotational slides tend to move slower than translational 

slide. This is an artifact of the slip plane geometry. The material momentum is decreased while it 

moves upward, counter to gravity. The reduction in momentum ultimately leads to lower 

velocities. 

 Hunter and Fell (2003) observed that landsides in dilative soils, which should move 

slower than those in contractive soils, are able to reach rapid+ velocities if nearby topography 

facilitates acceleration. Rapid+ velocities may be reached if failure occurs on steep slopes or if 

the area directly below the slide is steep. 

3.5 Discussion 

Pore-water pressure is one of the primary controls on sliding velocity, but is also one of the 

most difficult variables to estimate without piezometers and other subsurface instrumentation. 

Excess pore-water pressure can result from soil contraction during shearing, water infiltration 

rates that exceed the soil diffusivity, and undrained loading.  

Equation 3-2 presents a useful way of considering the relationship between 

dilative/contractive behavior and pore-water pressure. However, the equation is not easily 

applied to individual case studies because the dilatancy angle is calculated from high-resolution 
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elevation data obtained during previous failures, which rarely exists (Iverson 2005). Investigators 

considering reactivations may find Equation 3-1 applicable if all variables can be reasonably 

estimated; this is less difficult than with Equation 3-2 because generalized engineering properties 

can provide guidance for appropriate values. However, the need for accurate characterization of 

pore-water pressures gives the equation limited predictive capability. For sites without 

subsurface instrumentation, then, it is useful to identify proxy characteristics that may indicate 

the shear zone behavior during failure. 

3.5.1 Using failure history to indicate shear zone behavior 

 Logically, deep, reactivated shear planes are likely to be densified, producing dilative 

behavior during soil failure. However, frequent sliding and resultant removal of overburden 

material may allow shear zone soils to develop porosities greater than critical state. These 

conditions would produce contractive behavior. Repeated failures at two recently active sites—

Slumgullion in Colorado and Oso, Washington—are used to consider the validity of each 

theoretical interpretation.  

 Near continuous, slow movement has been recorded at the Slumgullion landslide for 

almost 300 years. The continuous movement suggests that the basal materials should have 

reached the critical state density long ago, causing shear zone dilation to cease. However, 

instruments positioned in the body of the slide only ceased recording strong pore water pressure 

fluctuations (taken as evidence of changing porosity) in 2006 (Schulz et al. 2009). Episodic 

movement allowed some portions of the slide to move while others remained stationary. The 

stationary areas consolidated under the landslide load, allowing dilation to occur when the areas 

were next reactivated. Schulz et al. (2009) concluded that Slumgullion’s consistent, slow 

velocity is regulated by this dilative strengthening. 

 Armstrong et al. (2014) reported that the 2014 Oso, Washington landslide site failed 

episodically during the past 70 years. Multiple events were triggered by erosion of the landslide 

toe by avulsions of the North Fork Stillaguamish River. These previous failures produced some 

property damage, but did not travel anywhere near the same distance as the 2014 disaster 

(Armstrong et al. 2014). The shorter runouts imply slower velocities, though the failures may 

have reached the "rapid" IUGS (1995) classification. 
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Seismic evidence from the 2014 disaster indicates that the 2014 landslide also initially 

failed at velocities slower than rapid+, and was beginning to decelerate before a large 

disturbance occurred 50 seconds after failure onset  (Iverson et al. 2015).  Iverson et al. (2015) 

hypothesized that the seismic signal at 50 seconds post-initiation represents the retrogressive 

failure of the upslope bluff. The addition of the upslope material induced sudden undrained 

loading and increased the pore-water pressure to lithostatic levels, causing liquefaction.  

 The behavior at these two sites suggests that reactivated landslides are likely to densify 

between episodes of movement, producing dilative behavior at the shear zone during the next 

failure. However, dilative strengthening can easily be superseded by other processes, like rapid 

undrained loading from failed upslope material, which ultimately result in positive pore-water 

pressures. Investigators using failure history to characterize shear zone behavior must also 

characterize the propensity of the geologic materials to allow landslides to retrogress and add 

previously un-failed upslope material to the slide materials.  

 The 2014 Oso landslide was located within approximately 1.5 km of another long-runout 

landslide deposit (Puget Sound Likear Consortium, 2014). With the benefit of hindsight (and 

LiDAR), there were clear indications that the North Fork Stillaguamish River Valley geologic 

materials had a characteristic, retrogressive failure mode that could result in long-runout sliding 

(LaHusen et al. 2016). Runout distance tends to increase with increasing velocities (Lucas et al. 

2014). The close link between the two means that long-runout deposits can be interpreted as 

evidence of the possibility of rapid+ velocity failure. 

3.5.2 Development of velocity categorization tool 

Figure 3-2 outlines a high-level workflow to consider the factors discussed in Sections 

3.2and 3.4. Geologic materials, dilatant and contractive behavior, and site geometry are all used 

to identify whether a rapid+ velocity failure is likely. The workflow's "more likely than not" 

designation is qualitative, based on the author’s interpretation of competing velocity controls. 

Geometric controls, like failure plane angle and nearby topography are given more weight than 

dilative and contractive behavior both because they are easier to characterize and because the 

author hypothesizes that geometry which facilitates slower movement will lessen the driving 

forces that define shear stress and affect failure acceleration. 
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Figure 3-2. Velocity categorization flowchart.  
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Estimates of dilative or contractive behavior can be made by monitoring vertical strain of 

a soil sample while conducting a direct shear test. The same information can be collected during 

a triaxial test, but these are typically much more expensive and time consuming than direct shear 

tests. If no field samples are available, an estimation of likely dilative or contractive behavior can 

be made based on the density trends identified in Iverson (2000; 2015). Dense sands and over-

consolidated clays have experienced past surcharges that may have been enough to densify the 

soil past its critical state porosity. Loose sands and normally consolidated clays can logically be 

inferred to be less dense than critical state, implying that they will behave contractively. 

The workflow in Figure 3-2 has not yet been validated against any landslide inventories. 

The tool will benefit from future research that can perform a statistical analysis of its 

performance against well characterized landslide events. 

Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3 are not incorporated into the velocity categorization tool. The 

sections are omitted for separate reasons. Surface water is not considered in Figure 3-2 because 

its effects rely on the location of the water body. If a reactivated landslide is expected to cross a 

surface body of water, like a mountain stream, the water is likely to be incorporated, creating a 

viscous slurry that can flow farther than most landslides. In contrast, surface water near the toe of 

a landslide will not be fully incorporated into the displaced material because the velocities are 

unlikely to be large enough to encourage mixing. Investigator judgment is needed at all points in 

the provided workflow, but it is particularly necessary when considering surface water. 

Shear induced thermal expansion is extremely difficult to characterize in the field or from 

easily accessed field specimens. Laboratory tests would require intact shear zone samples, 

necessitating a site investigation with continuously sampled boreholes. Use of Figure 3-2, once 

validated against existing landslide inventories, may provide justification for the additional cost 

of a drilling program. 

3.6  Summary 

Pore-water pressure responses are difficult to estimate without subsurface instrumentation, but 

exert significant control on landslide failure velocity. Dilative soil behavior at the shear zone 

may dissipate pore-water pressures enough to produce self-regulating landslides with velocities 

slower than 1.8 m/hr. Studies of contractive soil behavior indicate that landslides are likely to fail 
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at velocities greater than 1.8 m/hr, increasing risk to nearby human populations. Dense sands and 

over-consolidated clays are likely to have porosities higher than of critical state, producing 

dilative behavior. Normally consolidated clays and loose sands, in contrast, are likely to display 

contractive behavior. 

 The velocity categorization tool developed from synthesizing previous scholarship is 

appropriate for estimating potential failure velocities of landslides in soils. The tool prioritizes 

geometry and geologic characteristics over contractive and dilative soil behavior for predicting 

whether a landslide is likely to fail at "rapid+" (>1.8 m/hr) velocity. Geologic and geometric 

parameters can be estimated in the field with greater certainty than dilative and contractive 

behavior, especially when laboratory testing is conducted on surface-level samples, rather than 

soil samples from the shear zone. 

 The categorization tool provides a guide for cost-effective procedures to identify the 

parameters needed for different decision points. Laboratory testing is always preferred to general 

values, but investigators are pointed to helpful sources if the preliminary analysis does not 

include any laboratory testing.   
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CHAPTER 4  

GEOLOGIC FACTORS INFLUENCING RUNOUT BEHAVIOR 

4.1 Introduction 

The mechanisms that control runout are not well understood (Melosh 1987; Okura et al. 

2000; Hungr et al. 2005; Iverson 2005; Goren & Aharonov 2007; Lucas et al. 2014; Iverson 

2016; Johnson et al. 2016). Despite this, investigators attempting to characterize risk to nearby 

communities and infrastructure need a method for characterizing reasonable landslide runouts. 

Risk managers are less concerned with the mechanisms at play and more concerned with the 

effect of landslide movement. It is therefore useful to create a tool that synthesizes competing 

runout theories and identifies common factors shared among many models. The resulting tool 

will use characteristics that are reasonably simple to estimate, either in the field or from low-cost 

laboratory tests, to perform a high-level evaluation of potential runout behavior. 

A wide body of research exists to investigate physical mechanisms influencing the 

mobility of rock avalanches (Melosh 1987; Davies & McSaveney 2009; Coe et al. 2016), debris 

flows (Cannon & Savage 1988; Hürlimann et al. 2008; Iverson et al. 2010; Guthrie et al. 2010), 

rock slides (Crosta & Agliardi 2003; Bozzano et al. 2012), and sliding soil failures (Iverson 

2005; Hungr & McDougall 2009; Yerro et al. 2016). The discussion below considers factors that 

influence runout of deep-seated landslides that occur in soil materials. Consequently, the 

developed tool is only appropriate for deep sliding failures that occur in soils or weak rock. The 

following discussion of previous research is organized by common factors, rather than by 

common mechanisms. The strong link between landslide runout and failure velocity means that 

many of the same factors discussed in Chapter 3 are reviewed here; repeated topics are reviewed 

more briefly. 

4.2 Geometric characterization of runout 

 Runout is often characterized with respect to H/L, where H is the total vertical drop from 

landslide crown to landside toe, and H is the total horizontal travel (Figure 4-1, Equation 4-1) 

(Legros 2002; Hungr et al. 2005). The travel angle, α, describes the angle formed by the H and L  
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Figure 4-1. Geometric variables used to characterize runout are from Hungr et al. (2005). 
Pertinent to this discussion are the vertical drop from top of scarp (H) and total travel distance 
(L), and angle of reach (α). 

 � = � � 4-1 

 

measurements. The measurement of H/L does not consider the failure mechanism, just the spatial 

displacement of material. 

Corominas (1996) noted that Heim in 1932, and others later, proposed that H/L is an 

approximation of the kinetic coefficient of friction within the sliding mass. Legros (2002) 

disputes this conclusion, noting that H/L does not represent the coefficient of friction because it 

tracks the geometric edges of a landslide, rather than the center of mass. Corominas (1996) 

proposed using H/L to instead characterize the relative mobility of different types of slope 

failures.  

Landslides with low H/L ratios are said to exhibit “long runout.” Long runout landslides 

are loosely categorized as those with H/L smaller than 0.1 (Campbell et al. 1995). Landslides 

composed of dry, broken, rock with no fluid in the slide plane are expected to exhibit H/L ≈ 0.6 

(α=32°) (Hsü 1975). Landslides commonly exhibit H/L ratios between 0.1 and 0.6; these slides 

are influenced by the site specific factors discussed below, but typically do not have catastrophic 

impacts on nearby human activities. This review seeks to identify factors that can differentiate 

behavior that yields H/L ≤ 0.1 and H/L > 0.1. 
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4.2.1 Influence of landslide volume on H/L 

Scheidegger (1973), Legros (2002), Hungr et al. (2005) and others have explored the 

empirical relationship between landslide volume and H/L. The authors observed a decrease in 

H/L as landslide volume increases. This is expected: landslides that incorporate larger volumes 

of material are likely to be more mobile, reaching farther distances than those with smaller 

volumes.  

 Corominas (1996) identified volume vs. H/L correlations for different geologic 

environments. The correlations relevant to soil slope failures are summarized in Table 4-1. The 

correlations fit the data using a power law, as in Equation 4-2. Hunter and Fell (2003) identified 

that these correlations improve further if only landslides with volumes greater than 106 m3 are 

included. The correlation becomes less strong when volumes smaller than 106 m3 are included. 

 log (�) = + �� 

 

4-2 

Where A, B =  constants defined in Table 4-1, and  
 V = volume in cubic meters 
 

Table 4-1. Empirical relationships correlating volume with H/L from Corominas (1996). 
Parameters A and B should be applied to Equation 4-2. 

Landslide Type A B R2 
Translational Slides 

All -0.159 -0.068 0.670 
Obstructed -0.133 -0.057 0.756 
Unobstructed -0.143 -0.080 0.796 

Debis Flows 
All -0.012 -0.105 0.763 
Obstructed -0.049 -0.108 0.849 
Channelized -0.077 -0.109 0.690 
Unobstructed -0.031 -0.102 0.868 

Earthflows and mudslides 
All -0.214 -0.070 0.648 
Unobstructed -0.220 -0.138 0.908 

 

Investigators can use the correlations identified by Corominas (1996) to assess the mobility 

of future reactivations. However, it is difficult to accurately estimate failure volumes for 

locations without previous landslides. Further investigation into more fundamental controls on 

landslide runout are presented below. 
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4.3 Influence of pore water pressure at basal plane 

Some mobilization theories explicitly avoid the use of pore-water pressures when 

explaining landslide mobility (Melosh 1987; Lucas et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2016). These 

theories seek to explain the long runouts observed on the moon and on Mars. However, case 

histories of catastrophic landslides that occur on earth are strongly associated with excess pore-

water pressures acting at the landslide slip surface (Iverson 2016). This review focuses on 

terrestrial landslides, so pore-water pressures are reviewed. 

 Positive pore pressures, in and of themselves, do not guarantee long-runout. However, if 

the pressures reach lithostatic levels, the normal stress in the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion 

(Equation 4-3) is eliminated, and the materials have almost no shear strength. The Mohr 

Coulomb failure criterion is defined as 

 � = ′ + � − � �′ 4-3 

 

Where  = the mobilized shear strength of the material, in units of force/area; 
 c' = the effective cohesion of the soil, in units of force/area; 
  = the total normal stress acting on the shear zone, in units of force/area; 
 u = the excess pore-water pressure acting in the shear zone, in units of force/area; and 
 φ’ = the effective angle of internal friction of the shear zone, in degrees 
 

 Dilation and contraction are drivers of basal pore-water pressures. The associated pore-

space expansion or collapse causes pore-water pressures to drop or rise, respectively. Increases 

in pore-water pressure decrease the effective normal stress (Equation 4-3) and lower the 

mobilized shear strength. Conversely, decreases in pore-water pressure raise the effective normal 

stress and thereby raise the mobilized shear strength. These effects are illustrated in Figure 4-2. 

Iverson (2000; 2005; 2015) championed the role of shear zone contraction and dilation in 

controlling landslide failure behavior. The Iverson et al. (2015) simulations of the 2014 Oso, 

Washington landslide identified two bifurcating scenarios that were controlled by the initial 

porosity of the deposit. When slightly denser than the critical state porosity, the simulated 

landslide did not exceed the bounds of previous failures at the site. When slightly less dense than 

critical state porosity, the simulation accurately matched the extents of the 2014 failure. The 

dense deposit exhibited dilation, while the loose deposit exhibited contraction. 
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Figure 4-2. Changes in pore-water pressure, soil porosity, and mobilized shear stress are shown 
for both a loose, contracting sand (A) and a dense, dilating (B) sand. Figure from Iverson et al. 
(2000).  

Long-runout landslides often experience liquefaction at the basal plane (Legros 2002; 

Iverson 2005), induced by high pore pressures. Therefore, if dilation and contraction 

significantly influence the basal-pore water pressures they must also influence the probability of 

basal liquefaction. 

Contractive shear zones facilitate long runout. Dilative shear zones, in contrast, help 

prevent basal liquefaction and long runout by lessening the buildup of positive pore-water 

pressures. However, if precipitation infiltration rates are larger than soil diffusion rates, the pore 

space created by dilation can fill with additional water. If this occurs, the benefits of dilation are 

eventually lost and long runout is again possible. 

4.4  Influence of geologic materials 

Hungr et al. (2005) summarized the general failure behavior of different types of soils. 

Sensitive quick clays often fail rapidly and flow, rather than slide. The same behavior is common 

in saturated, loose sands. Rapid failure and flowing motion are typically linked to long runouts. 
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Hungr et al. (2005) also noted that rotational, translational, and compound slides in non-sensitive 

clays do not display the same rapid failure behavior as sensitive quick clays, implying that they 

do not tend to have anomalously long travel distances.  

 Landslides seated in weak soils or shales tend to fail rotationally (Hungr et al. 2005). The 

circular shape of the failure surface forces material to move upward as it exits the slope. The 

upward motion is opposed to gravity and causes the material momentum to decrease, effectively 

“self-stabilizing” the failure as driving force is decreased (Hungr et al. 2014). Purely rotational 

slides rarely display long runouts. 

Compound sliding occurs when the failure surface steeply enters the subsurface, as with a 

rotational slide, but then finds a planar discontinuity to exploit, allowing translational motion in 

the slide body. The translational component of sliding removes the self-stabilizing behavior 

observed in rotational slides. Glaciolacustrine soils are prone to failing in this mode (Hungr et al. 

2014). The alternating sequence of sands, silts, and clays in glaciolacustrine soils are prone to 

creating perched water tables. The perched water tables load weak layers prior to failure, 

contribute to undrained loading during failure, and, if located in loose sands, may allow the 

material to flow. The catastrophic Peace River and the 2014 Oso, Washington landslides both 

originated in glaciolacustrine river bluffs. The presence of weak clay layers, perched water 

tables, and over steepened glacial valleys suggests that sites in glaciolacustrine deposits should 

be evaluated conservatively. 

4.5 Influence of topography 

Terrestrial catastrophic landslides typically occur on slopes at or steeper than 20° (Iverson et al. 

2015). The steep slopes add kinetic energy to the slide mass. Higher amounts of kinetic energy 

take longer to dissipate, allowing the landslide to travel farther than a landslide that initiated on a 

shallower slope. 

4.6 Discussion 

The empirical volume vs. H/L correlations of Corominas (1996) and Hunter and Fell (2003) 

provide a quantitative way to characterize landslide hazard due to runout. However, the need for 

reasonable volume estimates can make the correlations difficult to apply. An order of magnitude 
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volume difference, which may be the difference between a typical small-scale river valley slump 

and a slump that removes upslope support and induces retrogressive failure, can significantly 

impact the predicted H/L value. Volume prediction is particularly tricky because it is difficult to 

know if investigators have underestimated reasonable volumes without nearby evidence of other 

large landslides. However, if there is nearby evidence of large landslides with long runouts, there 

is not much need for the Corominas (1996) correlations; the field evidence suggests that long-

runout failure may occur at the site of interest. 

 If the Corominas (1996) correlations are unavailable to researchers for whatever reason, 

Figure 4-3 provides a framework for considering other factors that may influence runout 

distance. The framework was developed using the author’s judgment of the influence of different 

geometric parameters and soil behaviors, rather than through statistical analysis of each factor’s 

influence. Factors that can be directly tested were prioritized, like geologic composition, site 

climate regime, and failure slope angle, before the more speculative designations of contractive 

and dilative soil behavior. While dilation may, in reality, exert a stronger control on runout 

behavior than geologic and geometric parameters, dilation at the shear zone is unlikely to be well 

characterized by surface-level soil samples.  

 This tool would benefit from further analysis against an inventory of landslides where all 

selected parameters are known. Statistical analysis may reveal that some factors are more 

influential than others and consequently guide resource allocation for site investigations with 

limited budgets. 

4.7 Summary 

Landslide runout is difficult to characterize without full understanding of the mechanisms 

controlling movement at the shear plane. However, there is no one agreed upon mechanism that 

explains long-runout sliding. This ambiguity indicates that modeling of a slope of concern is 

likely to be time and resource-intensive. Alternative empirical methods for estimating landslide 

runout, like volume vs. H/L, are also difficult to utilize. Volume and H/L correlations presented 

in Corominas (1996) and Hunter and Fell (2003) allow investigators to calculate an approximate 

H/L value for a specified volume. The resulting H/L value is sensitive to the volume selected, 

which is difficult to accurately prior to failure.  
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Figure 4-3. Workflow for considering likelihood of long-runout sliding. 
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 The workflow developed in Figure 4-3 provides an alternative method for investigating 

runout. The tool broadly classifies runout as H/L likely to be greater or less than 0.1. It utilizes 

site specific conditions that can usually be easily estimated during site reconnaissance. The tool 

also incorporates dilative and contractive shear zone behavior. This characteristic is most valid 

when some laboratory tests are performed to characterize shearing behavior when the sample is 

consolidated to the same depth as the landslide shear plane.  
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CHAPTER 5  

AREA VS. H/L AS RUNOUT PREDICTION METHOD 

5.1 Introduction 

Empirical trends linking landslide volume and H/L were first identified by Heim (1932) and 

further pursued by Scheidegger (1973). Since then, Corominas (1996), Legros (2002), Hunter 

and Fell (2003), among others, have all continued to investigate the trend. Corominas (1996) 

identified separate trends, with different goodness of fit values, for different failure modes and 

confining topography. Hunter and Fell (2003) noted that the Corominas (1996) debris flow 

relationships fit volumes >106 m significantly better than volumes <106 (R2 = 0.76 vs. R2 = 0.37, 

respectively).  

 There is broad agreement (Corominas 1996; Legros 2002; LaHusen et al. 2016) that 

constraining landslide volume is difficult, leading to subjective estimates in the literature. 

Volume is particularly difficult to estimate when high quality pre- and post-failure DEMs are 

unavailable. Legros (2002) noted that volume, V, is commonly estimated by assuming a constant 

thickness and multiplying the landslide area, A, by the observed thickness at the distal edge 

(Equation 5-17-3): 

 � =  × � �  ℎ�  5-1 

 

This difficulty with accurately (and consistently, when the distal edge is not accessible) 

estimating landslide volume suggests that it may introduce error into the relationships calculated 

by Corominas (1996).   

Legros (2002) and Klar et al. (2011) identified a strong correlation between planimetric 

area and landslide volume. These correlations provide preliminary evidence that landslide area 

might also correlate with H/L. Since landslide area, A, is simpler to measure or estimate than 

landslide volume, V, an empirical area vs. H/L correlation may prove useful for hazard 

assessments. 

This investigation examines area vs. H/L with two separate procedures. First, three 

constrained geographic areas (< 12 square miles) in dense landslide terrain are used to produce 

localized A vs. H/L correlation curves. This procedure is rooted in four assumptions: 
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1. Since area is affected by external controls on flow direction, and volume is not, A vs. 

H/L correlations are likely to be most valid when slides occur in similar conditions. 

2. The engineering properties of geologic units present in a slope should be consistent 

within a small geographic area. 

3. Landslides that occur in similar geology are likely to display similar failure modes. 

Therefore, landslides of similar volume should display similar surface areas. Area 

measurements collected in similar geology will be less likely to be confounded by 

different deposition modes (i.e., debris flow fans vs. translational slides vs. rotational 

slides). 

4. Landslides within a small geographic area should encounter the same confining 

topography, or lack thereof. 

 

The second procedure reviews different literature sources for existing landslide inventories 

that contain data that can be used to produce an A vs. H/L correlations. These landslide 

inventories are chosen from non-uniform geographic areas, but are situated in similar geologic 

materials and topography. 

5.2 Methods 

H/L is most accurate when the measured landslide has a relatively level area upon which to 

deposit (Hungr et al. 2005). Failures that deposit on sloped surfaces often lose material 

downslope, making it difficult to delineate boundaries created by the cessation of landslide 

motion and boundaries controlled by gravitational processes.  

Landslides that occur in the three selected landslide terrains frequently reach topographic 

lows, eliminating the difficulty posed by inclined deposits. Two sites, the North Fork 

Stillaguamish River Valley (near Oso, Washington), and the Columbia River Gorge (near 

Bonneville Dam and Stevenson, Washington) were both previously mapped by the US 

Geological Survey (Haugerud 2014; Pierson et al. 2016). Three-meter resolution digital elevation 

models (DEMs) for these two sites were obtained from the Puget Sound Lidar Consortium and 

analyzed using ESRI ArcMap 10.3. 
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 The third site investigated, at Cook Lake, Wyoming, does not have high-resolution data 

available. The landslide polygons were previously mapped by Karl Emanuel, at the US Forest 

Service (2015, personal communication, 2 June). Areas of mapped polygons are calculated from 

a 10 m DEM in Esri ArcMap 10.3 (USGS 2013), obtained from the digital elevation data set. 

Elevation values of each high and low point are manually measured from a 20 ft contour map 

provided by the US Forest Service.  

5.2.1 Estimating area 

Volume estimations use the area of accumulation of landslide deposits. Since this analysis 

attempts to use area as a proxy for volume, area is measured using only the remaining 

accumulation area, rather than the entire area affected by the failure (which should include the 

scarp) (Figure 5-1). This seems straightforward, but dense, cross-cutting landslides often obscure 

the margins of older slides, as shown in Figure 5-1. The area of many cross-cut slides can 

reasonably be estimated, but a sizeable portion cannot. To maintain a consistent methodology, 

only the mappable area is recorded. This area included the head scarp of the cross-cutting  

 

 

Figure 5-1. Two representative cross-cutting landslides with hmax, hmin, and L annotated. Note 
that younger landslide (brown) affects the area, H, and L measurements of the older landslide 
(yellow). The figure shows the 2013 topography at the location of the 2014 Oso landslide. 
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landslide, but not the head scarp of the target failure.  It should be noted that literature sources 

tabulating landslide volume do not discuss the error introduced by cross-cutting events, so it is 

assumed that these effects are not always accounted for. 

5.2.2 Estimating fall height and landslide length 

The H/L ratio is usually measured as follows (Corominas 1996): 

1. The fall height, H, expresses the maximum elevation loss from head scarp to toe 

2. The two elevation measurements defining H (Equation 5-2) are located near the 

centerline of the landslide area 

3. Length, L, follows the centerline of the landslide and connects the two points defining H. 

 

 � =  ℎ �� −  ℎ �  5-2 

 

Equation 5-2 defines hmax as the highest point of the head scarp and hmin as the lowest point of the 

toe. In theory, both H conditions noted above always occur together. However, measurements of 

hmax are complicated by slides that travel oblique to the hillside. Since L is meant to follow the 

landslide center (Corominas 1996), the author elected to measure hmax at the highest point along 

the centerline, rather than at the highest elevation in the slide area. 

 The lowest point of the landslide deposit, hmin, also proved difficult to identify. The low 

point was frequently obscured by younger landslides or eroded by river avulsions. When the 

deposit margin was fully removed by erosion (Figure 5-2), the author selected the lowest near-

centerline point along the visible slide margin. However, when a deposit was only partially 

obscured, the author chose the low point at the visible margin, even if it was far removed from 

the centerline (Figure 5-1).  

The landslide length, which measures from the geometric extremes of the affected 

landslide area, was also affected by cross-cutting slides. If an older landslide was partially 

obscured by a cross-cutting slide, L also veers to towards the deposit margin, rather than tracking 

the slide centerline. If the deposit is wholly cross-cut, L suffers the same problems as hmin and 

bounds an extent that is smaller than when the slide was emplaced, leading to a short L. Both the  
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Figure 5-2. The toe of a landslide in the North Fork Stillaguamish River Valley was eroded, 
presumably by river migration. Although the H measurement is unaffected, the L measurement is 
shortened and A is decreased. 

fall height, H, and the landslide length, L, used in H/L calculations were often artificially 

shortened by cross-cutting, younger landslides. 

5.2.3 Reviewing H/L and area from literature sources 

Noting the strong A vs. V correlations provided in Klar et al. (2011) and Legros (2002), this 

investigation also consolidates previously collected inventories that include both area and H/L. 

The consolidated inventories include subaerial volcanic landslides found in Capra et al. (2002), 

Legros (2002), and Siebert (1984). The sources noted in the inventory papers rarely explain the 

method for measuring area; thus the author assumed that the standard mapping procedure, which 

includes a landslide’s head scarp, was performed. This method for measuring area values is not 

the same as that explained in Section 5.2.1. 

The areas in the compiled inventory span orders of magnitude from 10-2 km2 – 104 km2. 

Plotting the area values in log space reveals a bimodal distribution, with the data gap falling 

between areas of 0.16 km2 and 8 km2 (Figure 5-5a). Since the gap may affect any trend 
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calculated from these data, the author attempted to identify non-crosscut landslides near 

Bonneville Dam that fit into the needed area range (Figure 5-5b). The Bonneville Dam area 

measurements are calculated with the head scarp area included, to match the presumed 

methodology used in the published case studies.  

5.3 Results 

The two different approaches reveal markedly different results, as detailed below. The trends 

identified at each of the three local sites are extremely diffuse. The correlations identified using 

literature landslides shows a variably strong trend, depending what data are included. 

5.3.1 Results for Constrained Geographic Areas 

The mapped landslides at the three sites all provide approximately lognormal area distributions 

(Figure 5-3a,c,e). The H/L distributions are also approximately lognormal (Figure 5-3b,d,e). 

Plotting the data (Figure 5-4) reveals that the data produce only very diffuse trends; the best 

fitting power relationships have low coefficients of correlation, with R2 = 0.04-0.25 (Table 5-1). 

This indicates that while each geographic region shows a specific range of H/L values, the areas 

of the landslides have little influence on H/L. 

The three sites display similar H/L ranges. Table 5-2 reveals that each site allowed at 

least one landslide with H/L near 0.1, the loose definition of long-runout landslides. The median 

H/L values are also similar, within 0.04. The maximum H/L ratios calculated at both Washington 

sites are near 0.5, but the Cook Lake site shows an upper limit of 0.37 (Table 5-2). The 

Washington sites contain more cross-cut landslides, so the relatively high H/L ratios may be an 

artifact of the landslides’ age, rather than their true failure behavior. 

 

Table 5-1. Summary of power-relationships fit to each small geographic area’s A vs. H/L 
correlation curve. The coefficient of correlation, R2, is provided for each study site.  

Location 
Area Mapped 

 (sq. km) 
No. of 
Slides 

R2 Power Fit 

  
Columbia Gorge, 
Washington 

19 27 0.04 H/L = 0.4426 V -0.062 

 NFSV, Washington 31 44 0.25 H/L = 0.8746 V -0.144 
  Cook Lake, Wyoming 5 23 0.06 H/L= 0.6168 V -0.102 
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Figure 5-3. Each row represents one of the three investigated sites. The left column, plots A, C, 
and E, all show that the area distributions of the mapped slide are approximately lognormal. The 
right column, plots B, D, and F, all show that the H/L distributions are also approximately 
lognormal. 

 

Table 5-2. Summary of the H/L calculated at each small geographic area. The number of cross-
cut landslides at each site is provided for comparison to the total number of considered 
landslides. 

Location No. of Slides 
No. of cross-

cut slides 
H/L Range Median H/L 

 
Columbia Gorge, 
Washington 

44 10 0.09-0.52 0.22 

  NFSV, Washington 27 11 0.11-0.49 0.24 

  Cook Lake, Wyoming 23 8 0.10-0.37 0.20 
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Figure 5-4. Area vs. H/L at the three sites. The black lines show the power trends noted in Table 
5-1. The red dashed lines show 75 % prediction intervals.  

5.3.2 Results for Literature Reports Covering Larger Geographic Areas 

The landslides compiled from a combination of literature sources (Siebert 1984; Capra et 

al. 2002; Legros 2002) and Columbia Gorge, Washington, do not show distribution shapes 

similar to those from the experimental sites. The distributions of log(A) in Figure 5-5 show a 

bimodal shape. The data gap is clearly visible in the full A vs. H/L curve shown in Figure 5-6. 

The coefficient of determination, R2, for each literature data distribution are summarized in 

Table 5-3. 

 The A vs. H/L correlation curve is strongly influenced by the bimodal shape of the area 

distribution. The prediction intervals in Figure 5-6 broaden and the R2 value drops when the  
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Figure 5-5. Distributions of log Area for all landslides considered in the literature analysis. The 
bimodal distribution in A, which includes only subset A, indicates that more data is needed to 
evaluate a full spectrum of landslide behavior. Subset B, which contains additional experimental 
data, is added in B but the bimodal shape remains. 

Figure 5-6. A vs. H/L for literature sites. The dashed red lines shows 75% confidence intervals 
about the best-fit trend, provided in Table 5-3. Subset A is shown in A and Subset B is shown in 
B. 
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Table 5-3. Summary of power-relationships fit to literature slide distributions’ A vs. H/L 
correlations and V vs. H/L correlations. Rows with matching subset labels analyzed the same 
subset of landslides. 

Inventory  Subset No. of Slides R2 Power Fit 
Area vs. H/L 

Literature A 48 0.86 H/L = 0.2893 A-0.236 
Literature + Columbia Gorge B 67 0.57 H/L = 0.2077 A-0.163 
Literature with volume estimates 
and A > 1 km2 

D 28 0.42 H/L = 0.1989 A-0.160 

Volume vs. H/L 

Literature with volume estimates C 35 0.85 H/L = 03178 V-0.237 
Literature with volume estimates 
and A > 1 km2 

D 28 0.28 H/L = 0.1076 V-0.144 

 

 

small-area Columbia Gorge landslides are included and increase the scatter about the the small-

area mode (Figure 5-5b, Figure 5-6). When the seven literature small-area slides and the 

Columbia Gorge slides are considered without the other literature slides, R2 = 0.06. Conversely, 

the large-area slides show R2 = 0.42 without the influence of the small-area slides. When both 

modes are considered together, R2 increases to 0.57. Without the diffusing effect of the 

Columbia Gorge landslides, R2 reaches 0.86. The fluctuating coefficients of determination 

indicate that the specific shape of the bimodal distribution affects the correlation. 

 Thirty-five of the 48 literature slides also reported volume estimates. The V vs. H/L curve 

of these landslides gives R2 = 0.85 (Figure 5-7; Table 5-3). This is a similar R2 value found for A  

 

 
Figure 5-7. Volumes of literature subset C, which includes only slides with reported volumes, are 
plotted against H/L.  
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vs. H/L without the Columbia Gorge landslides (Table 5-3). However, if the small volumes are  

removed, the R2 of V vs. H/L decreases to 0.28. Analyzing the same small subset with A vs. H/L 

results in R2 = 0.42. 

5.4 Discussion 

Though planimetric area is well correlated to landslide volume (Guzzetti et al. 2002; Klar et al. 

2011) this relationship is only true while the deposit remains undisturbed. The area vs. volume 

relationships in Legros (2002) and Klar et al. (2011) mostly utilized recent landslides, where 

volume could be more easily determined. This implies that the deposit area was fully intact when 

measured and that errors in area and H/L measurements are likely to be normally distributed.  

Surprisingly, preliminary examination of literature slides’ area correlation to their H/L 

(Table 5-3) indicates that geographic proximity is not required for a significant A vs. H/L 

correlation. However, all literature landslides were classified as subaerial volcanic landslides. 

Volcanic landslides may have similar flow characteristics and topographic settings that result in 

similar depositional shapes.  

The addition of landslides from the Columbia Gorge significantly lowered the literature A 

vs. H/L coefficient of correlation. The lowering effect may be due to the different failure 

triggers—rather than failing during volcanic flank collapse, the Columbia Gorge landslides failed 

along river bluffs. Although the bluffs are primarily composed of volcanic rocks (Czajkowski et 

al. 2014), similar to volcanic flanks, the triggering mechanism can be assumed to be less violent 

than those experienced by the literature slides. 

Alternatively, the correlation decrease may be caused by nature of increasing the sample 

size and more closely approximating a lognormal approximation. The analysis never identifies a 

complete lognormal distribution of areas; filling the data gap between the two modes may 

introduce scatter around the correlation curve. Coefficients of determination for various volume 

vs. H/L distributions are commonly in the range of 0.65-0.75 (Corominas 1996). It is reasonable 

to expect area vs. H/L to produce similar R2 values when an approximately lognormal 

distribution is compiled. 

Area vs. H/L curves built from well-characterized landslide inventories appear to be as 

similarly valid as volume vs. H/L curves. Table 5-3 indicates that R2 is virtually unchanged when 
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H/L is correlated to volume or to area, as long as the analyzed data includes the cluster of small-

scale events (as in subsets A and C). Both relationships are similarly influenced by the bimodal 

shape of the compiled data. However, when the small-scale events are removed, and correlations 

are built from the same landslides (subset D), the area vs. H/L curves show a stronger correlation 

than the volume vs H/L curves. This decrease in volume R2 relative to area R2 is likely due to the 

inherent uncertainty in estimating volume.  

The bimodal shape of the data introduces error into the linear regression, which assumes 

a normally shaped distribution. Consequently, the H/L values read from the correlation curves 

are taken from the lower prediction interval bound, rather than from the regression line. The 

plots include 75% prediction intervals, which the author judged as the appropriate level of 

conservatism given the limited size of the literature landslide dataset, the intention to use the 

plots as predictive tools rather than simply for data description, and the recognition that higher 

prediction intervals are overly conservative and would produce unreasonably high or low values.   

Area vs H/L correlations are highly dependent on the quality of the measurements used. 

Regions with frequent landsliding, as in the North Fork Stillaguamish Valley, Columbia River 

Gorge, and near Cook Lake, Wyoming, are prone to obscuring the margins of older landslides. 

The erasure of distal margins results in artificially truncated area measurements and raised H/L 

calculations. These measurements do not yield strong correlation curves. It is therefore more 

appropriate to build A vs H/L correlations from geographically diverse, well-characterized 

landslides than from locally clustered landslides that show significant cross-cutting or erosion. 

5.5 Summary 

Hyperlocal correlation curves of planimetric landslide area vs. H/L are unlikely to have 

predictive capabilities. Regions with enough landslides to generate a correlation curve are also 

likely to have enough landslide activity that young slides obscure the margins of older landslides. 

These truncation makes it difficult to systematically and accurately measure either area or H/L 

for landslides that have been cross-cut. 

 Preliminary analysis of subaerial volcanic landslides in different geographic locations 

indicate that A vs. H/L correlations may be as strong as V vs. H/L correlations if all landslides 

used to define the relationship can be characterized while margins and height/length 
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measurements are still representative of the original failure. The data used in this analysis form a 

bimodal area distribution. The correlation identified in this analysis may improve or diminish as 

the data gap is filled. However, comparison of A vs. H/L correlations to V vs. H/L correlations 

when the highly-influential, small landslides are ignored reveals that area produces a stronger 

correlation with H/L than volume. This result suggests that A vs. H/L curves may become useful 

tools for risk managers who need to characterize runout behavior for variably sized failure 

events.   
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CHAPTER 6  

ESTIMATING SOIL STRENGTH AND FAILURE BEHAVIOR WITHOUT  

SITE-SPECIFIC SUBSURFACE DATA 

Modified with permission from Proceedings of the 3rd Annual North American Symposium on 

Landslides. Caroline Scheevel*1, Paul Santi1, and Karl Emanuel2 

6.1 Introduction 

Communities and risk managers are often interested in the stability of suspended landslides, but 

may not have the resources to commission a full site investigation program. Despite this 

limitation, any characterization of a site’s current stability requires understanding of the water 

table conditions, the shear strength of the slope materials, and the orientation and persistence of 

discontinuities in the geologic materials. Since natural slopes are rarely sufficiently instrumented 

to provide all of this needed data, investigators who do not have resources for an extensive 

drilling and testing program must rely on backward models.  

Backward models, which rely on post-failure geometry, rheological properties, and water 

behavior, are commonly used to help constrain unknown conditions in the slope (Tutluoglu et al. 

2011; Bozzano et al. 2012; Nicole 2015). Backward models are best constrained when only one 

variable, such as the phreatic surface location, is unknown and the others variables are 

constrained by site reconnaissance results. However, multiple unknowns can be constrained if 

the model uses multiple 2D profiles to limit the number on non-unique solutions that could have 

initiated failure.  

This technique, using multiple 2D profiles, was performed at the Cook Lake landslide in 

Wyoming. This author developed a backward model that utilized three parallel cross sections to 

constrain the multiple unknowns at the Cook Lake site. The findings from the backward model 

were then incorporated into a forward model that investigated how water table fluctuations affect 

                                                 
* Primary author and editor 
1 Department of Geology and Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1500 Illinois Street, Golden, 
Colorado 80401, USA 
2 U.S. Forest Service, 2014 North Main Street, Spearfish, South Dakota 57783, USA 
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the modern slope’s stability. The limitations of the models and their sensitivity to water table 

changes are discussed. 

6.1.1 Site background 

The Cook Lake Recreational Area is located within the Bear Lodge Mountains portion of the 

Black Hills National Forest, 15 miles north of Sundance, Wyoming (Figure 6-1). The area 

includes thirty-two camping sites, two hiking trails, and a lake formed by the damming of Beaver 

Creek in the 1940’s (Biel, unpublished manuscript, 2014). 

 The most recent regional movement occurred in 1997, when a landslide mobilized along 

the southwestern edge of Cook Lake sometime during the recreation area’s winter closure 

(Figure 6-1). The landslide left a 15 m head scarp and covered approximately 1.3 sq. km (Wittke, 

2011). In the days following the event, mud extrusions, described as “volcanoes” by witnesses,  

 

 

Figure 6-1. Site location.  A) 2009 air photo courtesy of Google Earth shows the Cook Lake 
landslide. B) Cook Lake’s location in Wyoming. 
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formed in the lake. The muddy material was extruded in such a way that it now lies at a higher 

elevation than surrounding material. 

The USFS was concerned about the landslide’s risk to the campground and wished to 

better understand its current stability. However, at the time of this investigation, there were no 

boreholes that might help constrain any of the needed information. 

6.2 Cook Lake geologic setting 

Numerous late Quaternary-aged landslide deposits are present in the area, with a  

minimum of five landslides bordering Cook Lake (Figure 6-2). US Forest Service mapping 

identified that landslides commonly occurred in the Morrison Formation and the Redwater Shale  

 (K. Emanuel, personal communication, 2 June 2015). The slide and surrounding areas are 

heavily forested.  

A large head scarp scar is visible in Figure 6-1. A graben adjacent to the head scarp 

exposed three geologic units: from top of bottom, the Cretaceous Lakota Sandstone member of 

the Lakota Formation, the Jurassic Morrison Formation, and the Redwater Shale member of the  

Jurassic Sundance Formation. Geologists estimate the regional dip at 4°-7° to the E-NE (K 

Emanuel 2015, personal communication, 2 June). 

6.3 Methods 

6.3.1 Constraining subsurface unknowns with field evidence 

No borehole data was available to constrain the depth of the 1997 slide plane and its 

geometry, nor the water table elevation. Consequently, the field reconnaissance completed in 

early June 2015 provided the best evidence for identifying the relevant geologic materials, the 

failure plane shape, and the water table behavior. 

The investigators looked for evidence of either rotational or translational failure in order to 

draw conclusions about the slide plane geometry. They considered back-rotated blocks and 

ponderosa pine trees angled away from vertical to be evidence of rotational failure. Smaller  
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Figure 6-2. Mapped landslides courtesy of unpublished communication with Karl Emanuel on 30 
November 2016. The area in square meters is displayed over each landslide polygon. The black 
lines indicate the L measurement used in H/L mobility indices. 
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grabens in the slide were noted as possible evidence of translational movement. Pistol-butted 

trees were considered evidence of translational movement and continuing downslope movement. 

The investigators also recorded GPS waypoints at surface water features within the slide 

area to help estimate the elevation of the phreatic surface. Field excursions with Karl Emanuel of 

the USFS helped identify areas of repeated ponding and highly plastic behavior.  

6.3.2 Constraining subsurface unknowns with laboratory testing 

 Surface samples of the Morrison Formation, Redwater Shale, and extruded mud were 

collected in Shelby tubes for soil direct shear testing. The specimens were collected at surface 

level, but were each consolidated under stresses associated with four different depths, varying 

between 1.8 m and 25.2 m. Each specimen was consolidated to the shallowest depth and then 

sheared twice in order to find the residual cohesion and friction angle; the same specimen was 

then reconsolidated under pressures corresponding to greater depth and then sheared in order to 

construct a Mohr-Coulomb residual strength curve of each material. 

Atterberg Limits tests were also conducted to compare the measured values for cohesion 

and internal angle of friction to tabulated ranges for various USCS soils. Unit weight of each unit 

was measured prior to consolidation. 

6.3.3 Development of the backward model 

A limit equilibrium backward model using Spencer’s method was created in RocScience Slide. 

The model utilized Spencer’s method because the method is appropriate for non-circular shaped 

slip surfaces and because it satisfies all equilibrium conditions (Duncan & Wright 1980). 

The backward model needed to reconcile four variables: 

1. Slide plane geometry 
2. Water table elevation 
3. Internal angle of friction of geologic units 
4. Cohesion of geologic units 

 
The angles of internal friction and cohesions of both the Morrison Formation and Redwater 

Shale were partially constrained by the direct shear results. Two remaining unknowns—water 

table elevation and slide plane geometry—needed to be constrained by the model geometry. To 
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address the large number of unknowns, the model utilized three transects parallel to the dominant 

sliding direction (Figure 6-3). All model factors were adjusted to find factors of safety (FS) near 

unity at all three transects. 

 The pre-failure topography of each profile was obtained from the National Elevation 

Database (NED). The 1/3 arc second NED digital elevation model provided 10 m resolution and 

was digitized from a 1952 7.5 min quadrangle (USGS 2013). We overlaid 0.3 m resolution post-

failure topography (surveyed by the USFS in 2015) to help identify the location and angle of the 

head scarp and toe ramp. Both topography surveys recorded the lake surface, rather than lake 

bathymetry that might have helped identify the extent of the landslide toe.  

The model initially relied on the residual shear strength parameters of the Morrison 

Formation and Redwater Shale determined from laboratory testing. However, the model was 

unable to identify any consistent slide planes that yielded FS ≈ 1. The laboratory values of c and  

φ were adjusted by small increments within ranges supported by Geotechnical Data Information 

( 2015b; 2015a) to identify three consistent slide planes that yielded FS ≈ 1. 

 

 

Figure 6-3. Analyzed stability transects (noted in white). The orange markings represent 
landslide boundaries and associated scarps. 
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 Groundwater conditions immediately preceding failure were estimated based on field 

observations, local geology, and publically available snowpack telemetry (SNOTEL) data of the 

Bear Lodge Mountains at the Devil’s Tower station. Precipitation records did not show 

anomalously large precipitation events during the season of failure, prompting the investigators 

to model the phreatic surface at a generalized “medium” elevation. The medium water table 

placed the phreatic surface in the middle of the Morrison Formation, at elevations where ponding 

was observed during June 2015 fieldwork. 

6.3.4 Forward model 

The forward model used the dominant slide plane geometry identified in the backward model, 

but allowed the model to select the head scarp and toe locations. The forward model assumes 

that a future reactivation will exploit the failure plane of the 1997 landslide. The forward failure 

model therefore confined the major slide plane to the same depth and orientation that was 

identified in the backward model. The same residual values of internal angle of friction, 

cohesion, and unit weight were assumed.  

Topography surveyed by the USFS in 2015, rather than the pre-1997 topography, was 

applied to the forward model. An additional, low-density unit of “disturbed material” was added 

near the surface, where topography appeared disturbed, to lower the resisting forces. 

 The phreatic surface was varied across generalized low, medium, and high elevations. 

The low phreatic surface was assumed near the Redwater-Morrison geologic contact, while the 

high phreatic surface was raised nearly to the Morrison-Lakota contact. The model also produced 

sensitivity analyses of the phreatic surface’s effect along each of the three transects. 

6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Constraining subsurface unknowns 

Field reconnaissance revealed that the head scarp cut through the capping Lakota 

Sandstone. The investigators observed in-place Lakota west of the scarp and identified Lakota 

colluvium in the graben adjacent to the head scarp. The disturbed body of the landslide did not 
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contain any intact Lakota Sandstone. We identified both Morrison Formation and Redwater 

Shale in the disturbed landslide body.  

Back-rotated blocks were observed near the head scarp, indicating rotational movement 

(Figure 6-4). Blocks closer to the lake did not display rotational signatures, though pistol-butted 

trees were observed. The pistol-butted trees indicated that regrowth occurred after periods of 

down-slope movement. The rotational and translational evidence in the field suggested a steep 

entry into the subsurface, which then shallowed and followed a discontinuity oriented similar to 

the regional dip. 

 The disturbed material at the toe, which formed the initial “mud islands,” was observed 

on site as bars of soft material exposed at the edge of the lake (Figure 6-1). The mud material 

contained many deep tension cracks in 2015 and was fully saturated, deforming under the weight 

of the investigators. 

Tension cracks and stream erosion channels were more abundant in the northern part of 

the slide than in the southern region. Continuous, deep channels filled with phreatophytes were  

 

 

Figure 6-4. View from head scarp towards Profile C, showing back-rotated block (note tree 
orientation) and ponding. 
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noted near Profile A. Both Profiles A and B were heavily vegetated with areas of steep slopes. 

Profile C was less vegetated and was located on the edge of a significant graben. The graben 

contained ponds and the uplifted block shown in Figure 6-4. 

All three geologic units were observed during site reconnaissance. The collected 

Morrison samples contained small, pebble-sized pieces of material interlocked with one another, 

but these crumbled apart during sampling.  These coarse grains may have increased the apparent 

shear strength of the Morrison during lab testing. 

6.4.2 Laboratory results 

Direct shear tests revealed that the Redwater Shale had a lower friction angle than the Morrison 

Formation (Figure 6-5, Table 6-1). Neither engineering soil exhibited residual cohesion near 

zero, as is often expected in reactivated shear zones (Stark et al. 2005). The extruded mud noted 

near the lake margin did not display any shear strength when tested in the direct shear machine. 

 

Table 6-1. Direct shear results and other fundamental properties of geologic units observed at 
Cook Lake. 

*NA used when geologic unit did not behave as engineering soil, so was not tested.  

Geologic Unit USCS Class Unit Weight 
(kN/m3) 

Friction Angle 
(°) 

Cohesion  
(kPa) 

Lakota Sandstone NA 21 NA NA 

Morrison Formation ML 19 33 18 
Redwater Shale CL 20 14 28 

 

6.4.3 Backward model   

The head scarps evaluated in the backward model entered the subsurface where modern 

topography indicates the initiation of slope movement (Figure 6-6). The scarp was drawn to 

follow the angle indicated by modern topography until it intersected a dip-parallel plane that then 

created a toe thrust at the estimated distal boundary. The resulting failure planes were deep 

seated. The deepest points normal to the ground surface, from north to south, were 48 m, 65 m, 

and 45 m. Shallower geometries did not allow the slide to follow regional dip and exit near the 

hypothesized toe location. 
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Figure 6-5. Direct shear test results from samples collected in the main Cook Lake landslide 
graben. A) Morrison Formation failure envelope. B) Redwater Shale failure envelope. 

 Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters were also varied incrementally from the initial values 

reported in Table 6-1 in order to identify three scenarios where FS ≈ 1.0. All three profiles used 

consistent strength parameters during each attempt to identify the 1997 failure plane. The final 

strength values input into the model are presented in Table 6-2. 

 

Table 6-2. Strength values input into the RocScience 6.0 backward and forward landslide 
models. 

*NA used when geologic unit did not behave as engineering soil, so was not tested.  

Geologic Unit Unit Weight 
(kN/m3) 

Saturated Unit  
Weight (kN/m3) 

Friction Angle 
 (°) 

Cohesion (kPa) 

Lakota Sandstone 23 24 NA NA 
Morrison Formation 17 19 33 22 
Redwater Shale 19 22 16 31 
Disturbed material 13 15 NA NA 

6.4.4 Forward model 

The forward model incorporated a “disturbed material”, which was observed in the field, to 

represent the areas with lowered unit weight near the surface, thus reducing the resisting forces 

acting at the toe. The representative disturbed material collected from the toe bulge, noted in 

Table 6-2, did not produce any noticeable trend from which to calculate Mohr-Coulomb  
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Figure 6-6. Summary of backward analysis.  The model’s 1952 topography is overlain by 2015 
topography; the failure plane (red line) follows the 2015 topography into the subsurface and then 
follows the regional dip. Elevation is given in meters above sea level. 
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Figure 6-7. Summary of forward analysis.  The forward model exploits the dominant slide plane 
identified in the backward model. The model has the freedom to choose the toe and head. 
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parameters. The factor of safety, evaluated with this new unit, decreased northward through the 

slide (Figure 6-7, Table 6-3).  

The deepest points along the forward modeled slide planes were shallower than those 

along the back-modeled slide planes. The shallowing was an effect of the new head scarp and toe 

locations, as well as the erosion of material from the 1997 slide. The forward modeled head  

scarps were located farther east than the 1997 head scarps, while the toe was often modeled 

farther west, resulting in shorter overall failure zones (Figure 6-7). The head scarps modeled in 

Profiles A and B entered the slope at roughly the same east-west location, but the toe thrusts did 

not emerge in line with one another. The modeled head scarp of Profile C was farther west than 

the other two profiles and the toe was farther east (Figure 6-7). 

 Profiles A and B also modeled smaller volumes of material above the slide plane than 

were identified in the back-analyzed slide plane. The forward model generally showed the  

volume of disturbed material increasing progressively to the south. Profile C showed a similar 

quantity of disturbed material above the slide plane as the quantity disturbed in the back analysis 

(Figure 6-6, Figure 6-7). 

6.5 Discussion 

6.5.1 Constraining subsurface unknowns 

The modeled strength parameters did not always fall within the range of the expected 

literature values. The modeled Redwater Shale angle of internal friction, φ, at 16°, is much lower 

than the range noted in Geotech Data Information (2015a), which begins at 27°. This may be 

because literature sources report values calculated from the peak strength while this report 

calculated values from the residual strength. If the Redwater residual φ is assumed to be 2/3 of 

the peak φ, a relationship observed in the Morrison Formation by Walker and Santi (2004), the 

Redwater residual friction angle may be as low as 12°. However, φ =16° was selected in order to 

prioritize the laboratory findings. 

 The Morrison angle of friction fits within the Geotech Data Information (2015) expected 

range of a peak-strength low-plasticity silt. Reduced for residual strength or compared against 

Walker and Santi (2004), however, the experimental angle was unexpectedly high. The 
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investigators noted rocky inclusions in the soil, which may have inflated the value. Sensitivity 

analysis of both the backward and forward models indicated that Morrison Formation φ was not 

overly influential on the model stability, so the discrepancy was not expected to have a 

significant effect. 

 The residual cohesion value for the Redwater Shale was higher than the range expected 

by Geotech Data Information (2015) for a lean clay soil. A value of 31 kPa was used in the 

analysis, although the reference suggested 10-20 kPa. Stark et al. (2005) expects that cohesion is 

always eliminated when soils reach their residual strength. Neither the forward nor the backward 

models follow this recommendation. We considered the strong cohesion signal in the direct shear 

results to be more indicative of the Cook Lake site conditions. 

6.5.2 Model analysis 

Limit equilibrium models often rely on a single 2D cross-section, which is insufficient to 

uniquely characterize two unknowns. To address this, this backward model incorporated three 

parallel profiles, similar to the method employed by Santi (2014). The three transects required 

agreement of both failure plane geometry and phreatic surface elevation; in the absence of 

borehole data, the three transects helped limit the model’s degrees of freedom. 

Two dimensional models offer more conservative results than three dimensional models, 

as noted in Cala et al. (2004). However, the 3D analyses are typically produced with finite 

difference or finite element models. These were not used at Cook Lake because the coarse data, 

particularly from the pre-failure DEM that predates the failure event by 45 years, might cause the 

model to provide stakeholders with a false sense of accuracy. The conservative nature of the 2D 

models, which may underestimate the true factor of safety, was preferred for the USFS risk 

analysis. 

Several factors limit the accuracy of the slope stability analysis: the 1952 pre-failure 

topographic map had much lower resolution that the 2015 post-failure map; the elevation of the 

phreatic surface both in 2015 and at the time of failure is unknown; the exact location of the 

failure plane was estimated; the exact location of the geologic contacts was estimated from a 

geologic map but not verified in the field; and the strength of materials along the failure plane 

was extrapolated from samples near the ground surface. Therefore, the absolute values of the 
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calculated factors of safety should not be considered precise. Instead, the relative differences in 

factors of safety across the different profiles and with changing ground-water conditions should 

be evaluated to identify sensitive areas (Table 6-3). 

Profile C appears to be more stable in its current configuration than it was in 1997, with a 

calculated increase in factor of safety of 37%. This indicates that the post-failure topography is 

flatter and lower, as seen when comparing Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7. Profile B has roughly the 

same level of stability post-failure, with a nominal increase in the factor of safety of 9%. Profile 

A shows an increase in likelihood of movement, with a decrease in the factor of safety of 

approximately 18%. The steep terrain, phreatophytes, and significant surface water presence in 

the northern portion of the slide support the unstable findings along Profile A. 

 

Table 6-3. Relative change in factor of safety between backward and forward model. 

Profile Name Backward Model FS Forward Model FS Relative Change 
A-A’ 0.903 0.738 - 18 % 
B-B’ 0.951 1.038 + 9 % 
C-C’ 0.978 1.337 + 37 % 

 

Forward modeled Profile A represents a smaller failure area than backward modeled 

Profile A (Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7). The factor of safety decrease was also influenced by the 

unusual uplifted and disturbed zone near the head of the slide. This zone was observed in the 

field and in the 2015 DEM, but it was difficult to reconcile with the 1952 topography. For this 

reason, the calculated factors of safety for Profile A are considered conservative and a worst-case 

scenario. Nevertheless, the post-failure analyses indicate that the southern part of the landslide 

has increased stability, and the northern part is vulnerable to continued movement. 

6.5.3 Sensitivity to phreatic surface elevation 

Sensitivity analysis of the phreatic surface elevation (Figure 6-8) shows that while it influences 

the stability for all three profiles, it only controls movement in the vicinity of Profile B. Profile C 

is expected to remain stable in all but the most extreme phreatic surface elevations, and Profile A 

is expected to remain unstable even in the lowest phreatic surface conditions. 
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Figure 6-8. Phreatic surface sensitivity plot.  The analysis indicates that the stability of Profiles A 
and C is relatively unaffected by changes to the phreatic surface elevation. The red zone 
indicates a range of FS calculations that may cause instability, including FS = 1.1, because of 
model uncertainty 

6.6 Conclusions 

General behaviors of the Cook Lake landslide were estimated using 2D backward and forward 

models. The northern portion of the Cook Lake landslide is less stable than it was in 1997, the 

year of its most recent large-scale failure. The southern portion of the slide is modeled to have 

increased stability by ~40%; this portion of the slide is thus not expected to be mobilized in a 

future reactivation. 

 The water table elevation appears to influence the stability of the slide in its central 

portion, but does not have significant influence on the unstable northern portion of the slide. The 

unstable northern portion may accelerate faster than its current creeping velocity if the 

buttressing effect from the central portion is compromised. 
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CHAPTER 7  

DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION OF HAZARD CHARACTERIZATION TOOLS AT 

COOK LAKE 

Modified with permission from Proceedings of the 3rd Annual North American Symposium on 

Landslides. Caroline Scheevel*1, Paul Santi1, and Karl Emanuel2 

7.1 Cook Lake as case study 

The Cook Lake landslide, with its hazardous proximity to recreation users and the Cook Lake 

dam, provides an opportunity to characterize landslide hazard using the previously developed 

tools. If the landslide is not stable under a wide range of pore-water pressures (as determined in 

Chapter 7) then USFS risk managers need to understand the hazard posed by both landslide 

runout and failure velocity. Each tool developed in Chapters 3-6 is applied to the Cook Lake 

landslide. The results are summarized and disagreement between tools is discussed. 

7.2 Stability estimation at Cook Lake 

The backward and forward models are used to determine the relative change between pre-1997 

stability and current stability. The relative factor of safety (FS) differences in Table 6-3 indicate 

that the northern portion of the landslide is less stable and that the southern portion of the 

landslide is more stable than either was prior to the 1997 failure.  

 Fluctuations in the phreatic surface elevation did not cause major changes to the factors 

of safety in each profile. Profile A, in the north, never reached a FS greater than unity, even 

when the water table was at its lowest modeled elevation. Profile C, in the south, never reached a 

FS below unity, even when the phreatic surface was raised to its most extreme modeled level. 

Only Profile B, in the central portion of the slide, showed variation about FS = 1 with different 

phreatic surface levels. This result indicates that the central portion of the slide may have a 

stabilizing effect on the northern slide portion while water tables are low. 

                                                 
* Primary author and editor 
1 Department of Geology and Geological Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, 1500 Illinois Street, Golden, 
Colorado 80401, USA 
2 U.S. Forest Service, 2014 North Main Street, Spearfish, South Dakota 57783, USA 
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 The factors of safety calculated from the forward slide model indicate that the central and 

north portion of the slide (roughly half to two-thirds of its 1997 surface area) is currently 

unstable. This result requires characterization of the hazard posed to the nearby campground 

from landslide runout and failure velocity. 

7.3 Runout estimation at Cook Lake 

The travel angle ratio of the 1997 slide, calculated using the three topographic profiles from the 

backward model, lies between 0.25 and 0.34. The travel angles calculated from multiple other 

slides near Cook Lake show H/L ~ 0.17. Assuming that material does not travel farther than the 

forward model’s toe thrusts, a future reactivation’s H/L might be as high as 0.23 or 0.25 (Figure 

7-1a). These values align well with the previous failures range of 0.25-0.34. However, the 

forward model is unlikely to exactly identify the boundary of the area to be affected by a 

reactivation. Although none of the local field evidence or modeling initially suggest long-runout 

failure behavior, additional methods for estimating H/L are applied below in order to develop 

confidence in this conclusion.  

7.3.1 Use of volume vs. H/L 

Empirical trends show that H/L decreases with increasing volume. Utilizing these trends to 

estimate H/L requires an estimate of the Cook Lake landslide volume. The distal edge of the 

Cook Lake landslide is obscured by the lake, but if distal thickness is conservatively assumed to 

be 10 m, the volume calculated with uniform thickness (as recommended in Legros (2002)) is 

~1.26 ×107 m3. The Cook Lake landslide volume falls within the volume limits identified by 

Hunter and Fell (2003), so this analysis uses the Corominas (1996) correlations to estimate 

reasonable angles of reach for different failure modes. Equation 7-1 estimates H/L if the 

landslide reactivates as an unobstructed translational landslide, while Equation 7-2 estimates H/L 

resulting from an unobstructed debris flow. The volume units for both equations are in cubic 

meters (Corominas 1996). 

 � �/ =  − . − . 8  �� 7-1 

 � �/ =  − . − . �� 7-2 
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Profiles A and B do not show runout that exceeds the boundaries of the 1997 slide when H/L = 

0.28 (sliding mechanism) or 0.23 unconfined debris flow) (Figure 7-1b,c). If the reactivation 

transforms into an unconfined debris flow, the Corominas (1996) correlations predict H/L = 0.23. 

Travel angle ratios shown in Figure 7-1a-c were calculated assuming that the full estimated 

volume of the 1997 slide will be mobilized. The increased stability of Profile 3 suggests that the 

entire deposit volume will not remobilize, so these projections are conservative. 

7.3.2 Use of area vs. H/L 

The Cook Lake landslide is located in the landslide-rich Beaver Creek drainage. The dense 

distribution of landslides in the drainage inspired exploration of the relationship between 

landslide area and H/L. The similar hydrologic and geologic conditions in the drainage suggested 

that these landslides should exhibit similar failure behavior and show a characteristic trend 

correlating area and H/L.   

Plotting H/L vs. planimetric area from landslides in the Beaver Creek drainage produces a 

local prediction curve (Figure 7-2b). The low coefficient of determination, R2, indicates that 

planimetric area of the Beaver Creek landslides does not adequately explain variation in H/L and 

is consequently a poor predictor of H/L. However, compiling data about nearby landslides 

revealed that one landslide in the area exhibited H/L ~ 0.1, indicating that long-runouts are 

possible, but not common, in the same geologic setting. The failure exhibiting H/L ~0.1 displays 

debris flow morphology; nearby failures with landslide morphology typically exhibit H/L ≥ 0.17. 

If the future failure yields H/L = 0.17, as suggested by field evidence, the displaced material is 

expected to enter Cook Lake and push beyond the bounds of the 1997 slide (Figure 7-1d). Even 

with this additional runout length, the landslide deposit is still not expected to reach the 

campground. 

 Area vs. H/L relationships identified from literature landslides exhibited a stronger R2 
than the local Cook Lake correlation curve (0.58 vs. 0.06) (Figure 7-2). The literature-based 
correlation is strong enough to reasonably compare area-calculated H/L values to those identified 
from volume correlations. Table 7-1 and  

Table 7-2 provide the H/L determined from the literature-based A vs. H/L curve and the relative 

difference (Equation 7-3) between the H/L 
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Figure 7-1. Hypothesized runout projections for a future reactivation of the Cook Lake 
Landslide.  The C-C’ profile is not included in the estimates of effected areas because of the 
increased stability calculated from the forward model. The H/L ratios indicated in each subfigure 
are determined using A) the exact slope entry and exit points of the forward model, B) Equation 
8-1, for unconfined sliding, C) Equation 8-2, for debris flows, D) characterstic H/L in the Beaver 
Creek drainage, and E) the lower bounds of the 75% prediction interval seen in Figure 7-2. 
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values calculated from volume correlations. The area and volume quantities considered in the 

tables reflect the expectation that roughly one half to two-thirds of the 1997 landslide will 

reactivate. The volumes used assume that each reactivated area corresponds to a uniformly 10 m 

thick soil volume. The relative difference in H/L results are significant; the volume-derived 

travel angle ratios are 71% to 122% larger than the area-derived travel angles. 

 

 � � �  ℎ� �  =  �/ � − �/ �����/ ����  7-3 

 

 

 

Figure 7-2. The two area vs. H/L curves that may apply at Cook Lake. Red dashed lines represent 
a 75% prediction interval. The blue bars indicate the area of the 1997 slide that is expected to 
reactivate. 
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Table 7-1. Lowest H/L identified from 75% prediction intervals around the A vs. H/L correlation 
defined using literature landslides and Columbia Gorge landslides. 

Area (m2) Area H/L: Predicted 
91000 0.135 
65000 0.140 

 

Table 7-2. Relative change in H/L ratios found by empirical area and volume correlations. The 
volumes considered are found by assuming the area measurements in Table 8-1 are located on 
uniform, 10 m thick deposits.  

Failure type 
(unobstructed) 

H/L for Volume =  
910,000 m3 

Change Relative to 
Area H/L  

H/L for Volume = 
 680,000 m3 

Change Relative 
to Area H/L 

Translational 0.29 1.07 0.30 1.22 
Debris Flow 0.24 0.71 0.25 0.85 

 

The large relative change indicates that the area-derived H/L ratios are more conservative 

than volume-derived H/L ratios. However, the area-derived H/L values may be overly 

conservative and less accurate; the bimodal area distribution used to define the correlation likely 

affects fit of the trend and its prediction intervals.  

A failure exhibiting H/L = 0.14 is considered much less likely than one exhibiting H/L = 

0.17 because the correlation used to predict the lower ratio is weak. However, should a future 

failure exhibit H/L = 0.14, the displaced material will reach the east side of the lake (Fig. 10e). 

The material is not expected to ramp up from the lake bottom onto the campground because the 

material's kinetic energy will likely have dissipated.  

7.3.3 Use of runout categorization tool 

Figure 7-3 shows the runout workflow applied to the Cook Lake landside. The first decision 

diamond suggests that the investigator use the Corominas (1996) volume correlation curves to 

estimate H/L. Bypassing that instruction since it was performed earlier, the investigator then 

evaluates other nearby landslides for long-runout behavior. A single landslide near Cook Lake 

(Figure 6-2) displays H/L ~ 0.1, which should be taken as evidence of long runout landsliding in 

a similar geologic setting. However, that slide moved down a confined drainage path and was 

unable to spread. The Cook Lake landslide is not similarly confined and is therefore more likely 

to mimic the runout behavior of other nearby, unconfined slides. This interpretation allows the 

investigator to continue to the following decision diamonds. Cook Lake is not situated in  
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Figure 7-3. Cook Lake landslide runout considered using runout tool. The bolded, orange arrows 
represent the decision path which interprets a dilative shear zone. The bolded pink arrows 
represent the decision path which interprets a contractive shear zone. 
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glaciolacustrine soils or quick clays.  The 2015 topography indicates that hummocky terrain 

extends towards the lake at angles greater than 20°. Cook Lake experiences increased water 

infiltration as snow begins to melt, but is not situated in a generally wet climate. 

 The question of shear zone dilation or contraction is harder to address than any of the 

preceding questions. The tool suggests evaluating dilative and contractive behavior via three  

methods: direct shear testing, generalizing relative density from the shear plane depth, and 

generalizing behavior from the consolidation state (over-consolidated or normally consolidated). 

Direct shear testing is often conducted on surface-level samples, which are more likely to be 

loosely compacted than soils at depth, consequently exhibiting more contractive behavior than  

soils at depth. By contrast, dense surface-level samples or ones that show dilative behavior are 

likely to provide evidence for shear zone dilation because deeper soils are likely to be denser  

than those at the surface.  The vertical shear strain recorded during direct shear testing of 

Redwater samples showed both vertical dilation and contraction (Figure 7-4). 

 

 

Figure 7-4. Vertical strain of Redwater Shale samples that occurred between the onset of 
shearing and the time of failure. Strain is plotted against the depth that corresponds to each test’s 
normal stress. Negative strain indicates contraction and positive strain indicates dilation. 
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Two of the Redwater Member direct shear tests show positive vertical strain at the time of 

failure. This implies initial dilative behavior during shearing. The remaining 14 samples show 

negative vertical strain, indicating contractive behavior (Figure 7-4). Unfortunately, because 

direct shear tests were conducted prior to modeling, none of the samples were consolidated and 

tested under normal loads that approximate loading at the modeled failure surface, at 

approximately 50 m depth. The lack of data at the shear plane depth allows the investigator to 

also consider the Redwater Shale’s consolidation state and relative density. 

The direct shear plots of time vs. strain show the trend of normally consolidated clays; 

normally consolidated clays are more likely to experience contractive behavior than over-

consolidated clays because of their smaller relative densities. However, a clay can still be 

normally consolidated and denser than critical state; normal consolidation merely requires that 

the soil not have been exposed to greater pressures than its current overburden load. This might 

be true of a shear zone located ~50 m deep in the slope.  

The direct shear data and the deep depth of the shear plane provide evidence for both types 

of shearing behavior. Solely relying on direct shear data, the investigator expects shear zone 

contraction; the tool then indicates that long runout is more likely than not. However, relying on 

the logic of a densification from overburden pressures, and considering this landslide in context 

of other nearby failures, the author finds the argument for shear zone dilation more compelling. 

Following the dilation decision diamond, the investigator is finally asked to consider if any 

downslope topography might add kinetic energy to the slide mass and enable longer runout. The 

current landslide toe is in the lake bottom, so no adverse topography is present. This final 

decision causes the tool to indicate that long runout is unlikely for a future deep-seated failure at 

Cook Lake. 

7.3.4 Agreement of correlations and decision making tool 

The workflow in Figure 7-3 allows the Cook Lake landslide to travel multiple decision 

paths that arrive at different conclusions. The combination of field evidence, volume vs. H/L 

correlations, and area vs. H/L correlations leads the author to trust the H/L > 0.1 result more than 

the long-runout result.  
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The discrepancy in classification indicates that the tool relies on expert judgment, in 

addition to empirical evidence. This is most evident when considering shear zone dilation and 

contraction without shear zone samples. Additional refinement of the tool, performed using 

statistical evaluation against well-characterized landslides, may reduce the reliance on expert 

judgment. Such analysis may reveal that certain factors are considered too early in the workflow, 

effectively giving them higher weights than are appropriate.  

 

7.4 Failure velocity estimation 

 Atterberg limit tests indicate that the Redwater Shale behaves as a low-plasticity silty 

clay (CL), while the Morrison Formation behaves as a low-plasticity clayey silt (ML) at Cook 

Lake. These materials can induce a “flow slide” if the pore water pressure is increased. Flow 

slides can move rapidly, at the rate of meters per minute (Hunter & Fell 2003). Since shear zone 

dilation is hypothesized at Cook Lake, excess pore-water pressures would be created not by 

initial soil contraction but by undrained loading or rapid precipitation infiltration. The location of 

the graben near the head scarp does not facilitate undrained loading during retrogressive failure, 

leaving only fast infiltration as a likely driver of high excess pore-water pressures. Based on 

these factors, there is a legitimate concern that the reactivated Cook Lake landslide might move 

rapidly if the season is anomalously wet. The slide surface and toe area could be hazardous 

during wet periods or heavy rainfall or snowmelt. 

7.5 Use of velocity categorization tool 

The above discussion demonstrates the complexity of understanding soil response to shearing 

and precipitation infiltration when intact samples of the shear zone are unavailable. The velocity 

categorization tool developed in Figure 3-2 therefore attempts to identify controlling landslide 

and slope geometries that exert a stronger control on velocity than soil dilation and contraction. 

When tested against the Cook Lake landslide (Figure 7-5), the tool identifies the same non-rapid 

velocity as the logic discussed above. 
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Figure 7-5. Cook Lake failure velocity considered using velocity classification tool. The orange, 
bolded arrows represent the decision path followed at the Cook Lake landslide.  
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CHAPTER 8  

CONCLUSIONS 

The general stability of the Cook Lake landslide was estimated using 2D backward and 

forward models. The northern portion of the Cook Lake landslide is less stable than it was in 

1997, the year of its most recent large-scale failure. The southern portion of the slide is modeled 

to have increased stability by ~40%; this portion of the slide is thus not expected to be mobilized 

in a future reactivation. 

 The water table elevation appears to influence the stability of the slide in its central 

portion, but does not have significant influence on the unstable northern portion of the slide. The 

unstable northern portion may accelerate beyond its current creeping velocity if the buttressing 

effect from the central portion is compromised. 

 Various travel angles ratios (0.28, 0.23, 0.17, 0.14) were applied to the forward modeled 

head scarps in order to evaluate the potential runout of a future reactivation. The worst-case H/L, 

0.14, showed that a reactivation could reach the east side of the lake, near the campground. 

However, other landslides in the same drainage show a more characteristic H/L = 0.17. The 0.17 

travel angle ratio is considered more likely than H/L = 0.14 because the field evidence is more 

credible than the weak correlation used to identify the lower α. A reactivation with H/L = 0.17 

would exceed the current bounds of the landslide but would not cross Cook Lake.  

 The surface-level Redwater Shale samples showed both dilative and contractive behavior 

during shearing. The dilative behavior indicates that some of the samples were consolidated to 

relative density greater than critical state. Since soils ~40 m deep in the slope are expected to be 

denser than soils accessible at the surface, it is reasonable to expect that the soil may display 

some dilative behavior during shearing. Dilation leads to negative pore-water pressures, which 

can self-regulate landslide velocity. This would fit the evidence of creeping noted during field 

reconnaissance. Therefore, is appears that the landslide is unlikely to reactivate at velocities 

faster than 3 m/min (“Rapid”, according to IUGS (1995)). However, heavy rainstorms may 

produce precipitation infiltration rates that are larger than soil diffusivity rates, resulting in 

higher movement velocities. Without permeability testing to confirm the soil’s hydraulic 

properties, it is prudent to consider that failure velocities may increase during periods of heavy 

precipitation. 
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The author developed two flowcharts to assist risk managers with estimating an existing, 

deep-seated soil landslide’s likelihood of exhibiting long runout distances or reaching hazardous 

failure velocities. Although landslide runout and velocity are often linked, the tools may identify 

a seemly incongruous, but frequently observed situation of slow-moving, long-runout landslides. 

If either flowchart suggests that high velocity or long runout is likely, the risk manager is 

encouraged to conduct a robust site investigation. When applied at Cook Lake, the tools both 

agreed with the previously discussed theoretical framework and indicated that non-catastrophic 

failure is likely. 

Both flowchart tools use geologic, geomorphic, and hydrologic site conditions to predict 

whether a site is more likely than not to exhibit catastrophic failure. Each tool begins by 

assessing easily determined factors, like geologic materials, evidence of local, earlier landslides, 

and slope angle. As the user progresses further through the flowchart, the decision diamonds 

begin to rely more heavily on the behavior of the failing soil unit. Economical methods for 

estimating the soil properties are suggested at each relevant decision diamond. However, the user 

may need to infer dilative and contractive shear zone behavior, relying on expert opinion more 

than quantitative data. Both tools would benefit from statistical analysis of their performance 

against existing landslide inventories to validate their classification results and to identify 

alternate weighting strategies that lower the reliance on expert opinion.  

The use of landslide planimetric area as a proxy for volume is valid under certain conditions. 

analysis of geographically diverse but geologically similar landslides with well-characterized 

boundaries (all identified in literature inventories) resulted in a statistically relevant correlation 

between A and H/L, where R2 = 0.86. Volumes were also available for a subset of these 

landslides; the correlation between V and H/L of these slides gave R2 = 0.85. The similar 

coefficients of determination suggest that area can serve as a proxy for volume when the 

landslides used to build the correlation are not cross-cut and span a wide range of measured areas 

(here, 10-2 to 103 sq. km). 

At a smaller scale, the three examined valleys with dense landslide distributions exhibited 

no significant trend between planimetric area and travel distance ratio, with R2 = 0.04 to 0.25. 

These correlation curves relied on similarly-sized landslides, with measured areas ranging 

between 10-2 to 1 sq. km, and the landslides were also often cross-cut by younger slides, 

artificially altering both the area and H/L measurements.  
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 The literature inventoried landslides displayed a bimodal log distribution, suggesting that 

the observed correlations may change as additional data that fill the distribution gap are included. 

When each mode is analyzed without the effect of the other, area shows a stronger correlation 

with H/L than does volume. The addition of data from one of the geographically-constrained 

valleys, which added more small landslides to the dataset, reduced the correlation so that R2 = 

0.56. The dataset still showed a bimodal distribution after the inclusion of these landslides. Since 

literature correlations of volume and H/L often find R2 between 0.65 and 0.75, it is reasonable to 

expect that a fully lognormal distribution may also yield a R2 value in this range. Preliminary 

results indicate that additional investigation of A vs H/L relationships of landslides in similar 

geomorphologic settings may yield correlations helpful for hazard characterization. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table A-1. Compilation of literature landslides used to analyze A vs H/L in Chapter 5. 

Slide Name Slide Area 
(km2) 

Slide Volume 
(km3) 

H/L Values obtained 
from: 

Original Source 

Chaos Crags 8 0.15 0.13 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Myoko (Taguchi) 10 0.23 0.175 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Unzen 12 0.34 0.131 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Bezymianni 1956 30 12.5 0.133 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Bandai-san 1888 34 1.5 0.109 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Monbacho 45 1 0.108 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Mt St Helens 1980 60 2.5 0.106 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Iriga 65 1.5 0.095 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Asama 90 2 0.09 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Shiveuch 98 1.5 0.167 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Emongt (Opua) 120 0.35 0.093 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Galunggung 175 2.9 0.076 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Egmont (Pungarehu) 250 7.5 0.084 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Shasta 450 26 0.071 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Socompa 480 17 0.093 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Colima 900 12.5 0.1 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Mawenzi 1150 7.1 0.075 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Meru 1400 15 0.078 Legros (2002) Hayashi and Self (1992) 
Jocotitlan 80 2.8 0.11 Legros (2002) Siebe et al. (1992) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.022 0.000179 0.898 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.099 0.00055 0.57 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.113 0.0009 0.537 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.126 0.000793 0.49 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.136 0.001 0.513 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.145 0.0011 0.529 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Vesuvius 1944 0.161 0.00116 0.5 Legros (2002) Hazlett et al. (1991) 
Soufriere Guadeloupe 25 0.5 0.142 Legros (2002) Siebert (1984) 
Nevado de Toluca 100 2 0.054 Capra et al. (2002) NA 
Pico de Orizaba 143 1.8 0.055 Capra et al. (2002) NA 
Zempoala (Ze) 400 4 0.04 Capra et al. (2002) NA 
Popocate¤petl (Po) 600 9 0.064 Capra et al. (2002) NA 
Volcan de Colima 1200 9 0.09 Capra et al. (2002) NA 
Nevado de Colima 2200 27.5 0.04 Capra et al. (2002) NA 
Zao (Ryuzan) 11  0.17 Siebert (1984) NA 
Shikaribetsu 15  0.09 Siebert (1984) NA 
Zao (Ryuzan) 26  0.09 Siebert (1984) NA 
Kerimasi 30  0.1 Siebert (1984) NA 
Rainier 45  0.08 Siebert (1984) NA 
Iwaki 65  0.11 Siebert (1984) NA 
Bandai 70 1.5 0.11 Siebert (1984) NA 
Iwate 75  0.11 Siebert (1984) NA 
Iwaki 80  0.11 Siebert (1984) NA 
Parinacota (chile) 90  0.11 Siebert (1984) NA 
Sheveluch 98 1.5 0.17 Siebert (1984) NA 
Gedeh 150  0.09 Siebert (1984) NA 
Chimboarazo 
(Ecuador) 150 

 
0.1 

Siebert (1984) NA 

Raung 650  0.05 Siebert (1984) NA 
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Table A-2. List of slides mapped in Columbia River Gorge that were not cross-cut. Areas 
measurements include both the area of depletion and the area of accumulation. 

Area (sq. km) H/L 

0.026 0.132 
0.029 0.179 
0.038 0.103 
0.038 0.095 
0.048 0.493 
0.072 0.096 
0.133 0.328 
0.139 0.195 
0.140 0.463 
0.143 0.646 
0.146 0.126 
0.202 0.376 
0.228 0.217 
0.250 0.274 
0.259 0.207 
0.267 0.268 
0.287 0.167 
0.456 0.439 
0.544 0.998 

 


